A computer-aided detection of EEG seizures in infants: a singular-spectrum approach and performance comparison.
This paper presents a scalp electroencephalogram (EEG) seizure detection scheme based on singular spectrum analysis (SSA) and Rissanen minimum description length (MDL) model-order selection (SSA-MDL). Preprocessing of the signals allows for the drastic reduction of the number of false alarms. Statistical performance comparison with seizure detection schemes of Gotman et al. and Liu et al. is performed on both synthetic data and real EEG seizures. Monte Carlo simulations based on synthetic infant EEG seizure data reveals some detection drawbacks on a large variety of seizure waveforms. Detection using both Monte Carlo and four real infant scalp EEG signals shows the superiority of the SSA-MDL method with an average good detection rate of >93% and false detection rate <4%.